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For my little
water-babies,
Eva, Jesse & Heath
—James Hart
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For my brother,
Tom—the born
performer
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For all the
boys and girls
who dream the
impossible dream
—COS
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The Mysterious

The Mysterious

World of

ia

World of

Nonna

Magician at Copperpot Theatre,
Abilities: Escape, Sleight of hand,
telekinesis, Illusion

Cos’s partner at Copperpot Theatre,
Abilities: Lock-picking

Prop/costume designer
Copperfield Cottage
Abilities: Healing powers

Captain
Anchor

Katelin

barry and stuart

Ocean protector
Abilities: Most magical ocean creature,
can become invisible

Killer Whales
Abilities: Can eat anything,
highly literal

Hollow

st

Locki

The King of
DiamonDs

FLEX

King of Magicland
Abilities: Hypnotism

King’s bodyguard
Abilities: Super strong
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Coppertown/The ocean

Captain of Sunken Oil Rig
Abilities: Very Heavy,
Crying Underwater

King’s henchman
Abilities: Can smell magic
Princess
Priscilla

Link

Princess of Magicland
Abilities: Levitation, sweet, kind heart
and extremely clever.

King’s Builder
Abilities: Unbreakable Grip
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Are You
Watching Closely?
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‘Ladies and gentlemen,’ Cosentino said. ‘Are you
watching closely?’
Everyone was. The pier was covered with
audience members, all

staring at Cos—and at

the giant glass ball dangling from the crane. The
small wooden grate on one side seemed to stare
back, like an

evil eye.

‘I will be tied up, sealed in the glass ball and
lowered into the ocean,’ Cos explained. ‘The ball
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60 seconds

probably just acting—he was Cos’s best friend

it deeper and deeper

and had seen the Grand Illusionist escape from

into the sea. After sixty

situations like this thousands of times. But this

seconds, the water will

was the first time Priscilla would see it outside of
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rehearsals.

I’ll have to escape

Cos winked at her. Priscilla didn’t look

from shackles and a

reassured.

ic

straitjacket, pick two
padlocks on the grate
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surface before I run out
of air.’
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worried. Locki was

as the crane lowers
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Priscilla and Locki looked
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not an illusion. I will be
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When everyone had finished reading the words,

ra
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‘I am an illusionist,’ Cos continued, ‘but this is

suspended just under

Cos held up the spray can . . . Then he pushed it

the surface of the water. You will be able to see

into his mouth and

luck.’

He pulled a spray can from his pocket and
painted some words on the side of the crane, just
in case anyone up the back of the crowd hadn’t
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heard what he’d said.

Au

clear glass ball. Wish me

st

absolutely everything that happens inside the

swallowed it.

The crowd’s eyes went wide. A few people
looked

nervously over their shoulders. Magic

was illegal in Coppertown. But this wasn’t real
magic—it was an

illusion.
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